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Articles #03 
 
Put “a”, “an” or “the”:  

 

_______ apple _______ dress _______ early morning 

_______ snail _______ tests _______ good book 

_______ bulbs _______ eagle _______ hour 

_______ sofa _______ vest _______ tasty pears 

_______ elephant _______ clever man _______ young trees 

_______ tables _______ hot bottles _______ doctor 

 

 
 

A or An? 

 

1. Lucy has a dog. 

2. Let's sing _________ song. 

3. Emily needs _______ new desk. 

4. Ben has _________ old bike. 

5. There is ________ English book on the desk. 

6. They have _________ idea. 

7. That man is ________ pilot. 

8. This is ___________ expensive bike. 

9. My father is _________ honest person. 

10. Peter has _________ aunt in Berlin. 

 

 
Complete the text with the correct article, if necessary: 

 
 

I am from Liverpool. Liverpool is _______ city in ______ England.  I live in  ______ house in 

______ quiet street in the countryside. _______ street is called "Hudson Street" and _______ 

house is old, more than 100 years old! I am ________ English teacher at _______ college 

near ______ centre of ________ town. I like _______ books, music and taking _______ 

photographs. I usually have ________ lunch at college. I usually go _______ home by 

________ car. We have all kinds of food in _______ England. I like _______ Italian food very 

much. Sometimes, I go to _______ Italian restaurants. ________ restaurant is called 

Nona's. ________ Italian food is delicious! 
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Answer key: 
 

 
Put “a”, “an” or “the”:  

 
an apple a dress an early morning 

a snail the tests a good book 

the bulbs an eagle an hour 

a sofa a vest the tasty pears 

an elephant a clever man the young trees 

the tables the hot bottles a doctor 

 
 

A or An? 

 

1. Lucy has a dog. 

2. Let's sing a song. 

3. Emily needs a new desk. 

4. Ben has an old bike. 

5. There is an English book on the desk. 

6. They have an idea. 

7. That man is a pilot. 

8. This is an expensive bike. 

9. My father is an honest person. 

10. Peter has an aunt in Berlin. 

 

 
Complete the text with the correct article, if necessary: 
 

 

I am from Liverpool. Liverpool is a city in -- England.  I live in a house in a quiet street in 

the countryside. The street is called "Hudson Street" and the house is old, more than 

100 years old! I am an English teacher at a college near the centre of the town. I like -- 

books, music and taking -- photographs. I usually have -- lunch at college. I usually go -- 

home by -- car. We have all kinds of food in -- England. I like -- Italian food very much. 

Sometimes, I go to a Italian restaurants. The restaurant is called Nona's. -- Italian food is 

delicious! 
 


